
 

 

 

                      

 

 

 

 

 

                      

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Your Story  

Surprised Me.  

Made Me  

Laugh ! 
 

  THE STORY SHARING GAME 
 

(10) SCORING QUESTIONS 

To Reveal The StoryTellers Who Moved Us Most  
 

 Each Player Starts With (10) Chips Or Points  
 

READ ALOUD & ANSWER QUESTIONS 
 

Every player repeats the question aloud, and then answers by giving the 
appropriate player (1) of their chips and a brief explanation of what in the player’s 
story impressed them or caught their attention (per question being asked).  

 

 
 

1. Whose story surprised you the most? 
 

2. Which StoryTeller best used their voice and body when telling their 
story to pull you in / entertain?   

 

3. Which story made you think of one of your own memories?  
 

4. Who included the most interesting details about their story’s time 
period, setting, props, and/or wardrobe (so you could see their story) ?   

5. Who described the most vivid characters who you can easily imagine 
as people (if the story includes people you know, imagine only knowing 
them as described in story – did the storyteller create a vivid impression of 
them?). 

 

6. Who amused (charmed) you most / made you laugh?  
 

7. Who told the most emotional / touching story?  
 

8. Who had the best line or description that you still remember clearly?  
 

9. Which story can you imagine most as a short film?  
 

10.Which story left you with the most questions?   This point goes to:    
a) the StoryTeller who was the most confused / awkward when sharing 
their story.  Give them a chip to celebrate their playing the Game and to 
challenge them to play again !   (It’s the duty of all StoryTellers to 
encourage the development of other StoryTellers !)                                     
Or if none of the stories were confusing, then the chip goes to:                       
b) the Storyteller who told the most intriguing story that had you wondering 
about what happened before and / or after the time of the story. 

10. 

 If you play the version of the Story Sharing Game based upon the Lessons,  
there’s more fun to Scoring !   Check out the full version of scoring in  

Lesson # 3: ‘Play The Game’, pages 6-7. 


